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Chanukah 5776- Eighth Of A Day

  

 The Bais Yosef (Orach 

Chaim 670) asks his famous 

question: When the Yidden 

when they recaptured the 

Bais Hamikdash they found 

enough oil to kindle the 

Menorah for one night. This 

means that the miracle only 

began on the second evening 

when Hashem allowed little 

to no oil to last for seven 

more days. If so, why is 

Chanukah celebrated for 

eight days, if nothing out of the ordinary transpired on Day one? 

 His first of several answers is that since the Kohanim realized it would take 

eight days until a new batch of oil would be available, they divided the oil they had 

found into eight portions, using one portion each night. Miraculously, even though 

there was only enough fuel on every night for the Menorah to stay lit for just an 

eighth of a night, the lights lasted the whole evening. 

 The Pri Chadash questions the validity of this answer, because the Gemara 

tells us “Ten lah midasa” - “[that in the Bais Hamikdash one had to] put the requisite 

amount [of oil into the Menorah every evening,]”. The requisite amount is enough 

oil to last the whole night. If so, using an eighth of the oil each night was not a viable 

option? 

The Neta Soraik (cited in Lechem Shlomo, Siman 117) answers that the rule of “Ten 

lah midasa” is only lecatchila but not bedi’eved. Meaning the best way to kindle the 

Menorah is to have enough oil to last the whole night. But if one is unable to do so, 

then one can still perform the Mitzva with any amount of oil that one has available. 

Therefore the Kohanim, as the first evening approached, decided that it would be 

best to spend the next eight nights performing the Mitzva albeit on a basic, last resort, 

no-frills level, rather than performing it on a top-notch level the first night, and not 

doing the Mitzva at all on the next seven evenings. 

 I was thinking that perhaps this is what Rav Chiya the son of Rav Ashi says 

in the name of Rav (Sotah, 5a) when he talks about how much haughtiness is 

permitted for a Torah scholar to have in his arsenal of character traits. He says he 

should use “echad mishmoneh bishminis” - “One of eight with an eighth”. This is 

popularly understood to mean “1/64th”. In other words one should only have a tiny 

fraction of haughtiness in one’s arsenal. Too much ga’avah -haughtiness can go to 

one’s head and lead a person astray. One should only be haughty when it is 

absolutely necessary, for the times when one has to be assertive.  A Torah scholar 



 

 

should only be throwing his weight around when he feels it vital to maintain a high 

level of Yiddishkiet for himself and those who depend upon him. But why is the 

fraction 1/64th used as an expression of this small amount of ga’avah? Perhaps it 

does not mean 1/64th, rather it is a reference to what the Rabbis did at the miracle 

of Chanukah, when they made a conscious decision on the night of the 25th of Kislev 

to use only an eighth of the oil for the next eight nights. This would ensure the 

continuity of the Mitzva albeit on a very basic and unflattering level. So too, a Torah 

scholar should act likewise when presented with a situation where he has to display 

character traits that are usually distasteful; he should nevertheless embrace them if 

they are absolutely necessary for the uninterrupted keeping of Torah & Mitzvos. 

“Echad mishmoneh bishminis” -One of eight with an eighth. Take a page out of the 

playbook of the Kohanim of yore who saw there were eight nights ahead and ensured 

the Mitzva of kindling the Menorah would still go on by only using an eighth for 

each one of the eight nights. 

Have a great Shabbos and ah Lichtigen Chanukah, 
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